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Gratitude is robustly linked to many positive outcomes for individuals and relationships (e.g., greater life
and relationship satisfaction). However, little is known about how romantic partners come to feel grateful
for each other’s pro-relational acts, such as when a partner makes a sacrifice. The present research
examines how perceptions of partner sacrifice motives evoke gratitude. We distinguish between partner,
relationship, and self-focused motives, and how they are guided by approach or avoidance orientations.
We expected that perceiving a partner to sacrifice for partner-focused approach motives (i.e., to promote
the partner’s well-being) should evoke gratitude, as this type of motive may signal a genuine departure
from self-interest. Moreover, we expected these motives to provoke greater perceptions of partner
responsiveness, which should partially explain why they elicit gratitude. In contrast, perceiving a partner
to sacrifice for relationship-focused motives (e.g., to promote the well-being of the relationship), or
self-focused motives (e.g., to feel good about oneself), should not evoke gratitude—irrespective of an
approach or avoidance orientation—as these motives may, to some extent, be perceived as tainted by
self-interest. Two studies of romantic couples (N ⫽ 413), using diary methods (Studies 1 and 2) and
having couples converse about a major sacrifice in the laboratory (Study 2), consistently showed that
perceived partner-focused approach motives promote gratitude and that this association is partly mediated by perceived partner responsiveness. In contrast, relationship and self-focused motives (approach
and avoidance oriented) were not associated with gratitude. Implications regarding perceiving and
displaying sacrifice motives are discussed.
Keywords: romantic relationships, sacrifice, gratitude, responsiveness, prosocial emotions

an essential emotion that promotes rewarding outcomes in romantic
relationships, such as increased relationship satisfaction and commitment (e.g., Algoe, Gable, & Maisel, 2010; Gordon, Impett, Kogan,
Oveis, & Keltner, 2012). While much research has focused on the
positive outcomes derived from feeling grateful (e.g., Algoe et al.,
2010; Emmons & McCullough, 2003), little is known about the
factors that promote gratitude. In romantic relationships, when do we
feel most grateful toward our romantic partner?
Clearly, gratitude often emerges when an individual receives benefits from another person. However, gratitude may be influenced not
only by the concrete benefits that an individual receives, but also by
the perceptions of why the benefactor has provided those benefits. For
instance, romantic couples inevitably come across situations in which
their preferences diverge, and one of the partners may sacrifice his or
her preference to benefit the partner or the relationship (Van Lange et
al., 1997). When receiving a partner’s sacrifice, the perceptions of the
motives underlying the partner’s decision to sacrifice may shape the
extent to which people experience gratitude, a notion that we examine
in the present investigation.

Let us be grateful to people who make us happy; they are the
charming gardeners who make our souls blossom.
—Marcel Proust

Gratitude has important implications for people’s individual wellbeing and their relationships. Feeling grateful from receiving benefits
from another person fosters an abundance of positive outcomes for
individual well-being, such as greater positive mood, life satisfaction,
and physical health (e.g., Emmons & McCullough, 2003; McCullough, Emmons, & Tsang, 2002; Watkins, Woodward, Stone, &
Kolts, 2003; Wood, Froh, & Geraghty, 2010). And we are not just
grateful for the good deeds of strangers or acquaintances; gratitude is
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Gratitude
Gratitude is a positive emotion that people experience in response to an intentionally rendered benefit that is valuable to them,
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and costly to the benefactor (McCullough, Kilpatrick, Emmons, &
Larson, 2001; Tesser, Gatewood, & Driver, 1968). The emotion of
gratitude can be defined as a self-transcendent emotion—along
with compassion, awe, inspiration, elevation, and love—and accordingly is elicited by appraisals of other people’s actions (Stellar
et al., in press). Experiencing gratitude not only promotes the
receiver’s health and psychological well-being (for a review see
Wood et al., 2010), it is an important social emotion that strengthens social ties—varying from those between strangers, to relationships between colleagues, friends, family members, and romantic
partners (e.g., Algoe, Haidt, & Gable, 2008; Algoe et al., 2010;
Tsang, 2006a). Further, the benefits of gratitude can even extend to
third parties such as when people receive a gift or favor and decide
to “pay it forward” (Bartlett & DeSteno, 2006; McCullough,
Kimeldorf, & Cohen, 2008).
Gratitude is the “social glue” of interpersonal interactions, given
the important social functions it fulfills, illustrated by the “findremind-and-bind” theory of gratitude (Algoe, 2012). The emotional experience of gratitude in response to another’s altruistic act
helps people to identify a responsive relationship partner (i.e., to
find), to value an established relationship (i.e., to remind), and it
functions to strengthen the relationship with this responsive other
(i.e., to bind) (Algoe, 2012). Indeed, in the context of established
romantic relationships, studies have shown that when people feel
grateful toward their partner, they feel more connected, satisfied,
and committed to their relationship (Algoe et al., 2010; Gordon,
Arnette, & Smith, 2011; Gordon et al., 2012). Moreover, gratitude
toward a partner is predictive of actual relationship longevity
(Gordon et al., 2012), and fuels relationship maintenance behaviors such as trying to resolve conflict (Kubacka, Finkenauer,
Rusbult, & Keijsers, 2011). These studies speak to the consequences of gratitude; little is known about the predictors of gratitude within romantic relationships, the focus of the present investigation.
Given the importance of gratitude for people’s well-being and
their relationships, strikingly little is known about how gratitude is
elicited. Most studies on gratitude have focused on the experience
of gratitude in response to benefits received from unknown or
fictional others (e.g., Tsang, 2006a, 2006b), and on gratitude as a
general state, or disposition, in which people are appreciative of
“what they have” (e.g., McCullough et al., 2002; Watkins et al.,
2003), and mostly focused on the outcomes of feeling grateful.
Especially in romantic relationships, which are contexts characterized by high interdependence between partners (Rusbult & Van
Lange, 2003), and in which the process of give and take is very
frequent as partners coordinate a life together (Van Lange et al.,
1997), it is of crucial importance to gain a better understanding of
how romantic partners come to feel grateful for each other’s
pro-relationship behaviors. To our knowledge, the only studies that
have examined predictors of experiencing gratitude in romantic
relationships have found that people feel more grateful toward
their partner when they perceive their partner to be responsive to
their needs (Algoe et al., 2008, 2010; Kubacka et al., 2011) and
when they perceive their partner to have invested a great deal in
the relationship (Joel, Gordon, Impett, MacDonald, & Keltner,
2013). No prior research has investigated whether gratitude
emerges not only in response to observing a partner’s prorelationship behaviors but also in response to the reasons why the
partner is perceived to have engaged in those behaviors. In the

present work, we argue that the perceived motives underlying a
partner’s sacrifice are one important elicitor of gratitude.

Perceived Sacrifice Motives
Previous research that has examined the reasons why people
choose to sacrifice for their romantic partner has distinguished
between approach and avoidance motives (for a review, see Day &
Impett, 2016). When people sacrifice for approach motives, they
focus on trying to bring about positive outcomes in their relationships, such as a making their partner happy or increasing intimacy
in their relationship. In contrast, when people sacrifice for avoidance motives, they focus on averting negative outcomes, such as
feeling guilty, disappointing their partner, or causing conflict in
their relationship. Approach motives are associated with increased
personal and relationship well-being, whereas avoidance motives
are typically associated with lowered personal and relationship
well-being (Elliot, Gable, & Mapes, 2006; Gable, 2006; Gable &
Impett, 2012).
Similarly, when making a relational sacrifice in pursuit of
approach motives people typically experience a boost in positive emotions and an increase in relationship quality, whereas
pursuing avoidance motives for sacrifice typically increases
negative emotions and relationship conflict (Impett, Gable, &
Peplau, 2005; Impett, Gere, Kogan, Gordon, & Keltner, 2014;
Impett et al., 2010). Moreover, people’s perceptions of their
partner’s motives for sacrifice also matter: people typically
experience increased well-being and relationship quality when
they perceive their partner to sacrifice in pursuit of approach
goals, but poorer well-being and relationship quality when they
perceive their partner to sacrifice to avoid negative outcomes
(Impett et al., 2005).
To investigate when people are most likely to feel grateful for
a partner’s sacrifice, we propose to go beyond the fundamental
distinction between approach and avoidance motives by advancing a distinction based on the perceived focus of the
sacrificer’s motives. Specifically, we draw on recent research
that stresses the importance of disentangling partners’ goals and
behaviors in reflecting a focus on either the partner, the relationship, or the self (Fitzsimons, Finkel, & vanDellen, 2015; see
also Kelley et al., 2003). We follow this distinction and we
propose three types of perceived motives for sacrifice: whether
the person who sacrifices is doing so to pursue partner-focused,
relationship-focused, or self-focused motives. Crossed with approach and avoidance, we distinguish among six different types
of motives: partner-focused approach, partner-focused avoidance,
relationship-focused approach, relationship-focused avoidance, selffocused approach, and self-focused avoidance motives.
To illustrate the distinction between these six different kinds
of motives, imagine a fictional couple John and Sara. Partnerfocused approach motives occur when John perceives Sara to
have sacrificed to benefit him (e.g., to make him happy),
whereas partner-focused avoidance motives occur when John
perceives Sara to have sacrificed to reduce any harm that John
might experience (e.g., to prevent him from being upset).
Relationship-focused approach motives occur when John perceives Sara to have sacrificed to promote the well-being of the
relationship (e.g., to have a harmonious relationship with him),
whereas relationship-focused avoidance motives occur when
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John perceives Sara to have sacrificed to avoid harming the
relationship (e.g., to avoid conflict). Finally, self-focused approach motives occur when John perceives Sara to have sacrificed to feel good about herself (e.g., to feel good as a person
or as a partner), whereas self-focused avoidance motives occur
when John perceives Sara to have sacrificed to avoid feeling
bad about herself (e.g., to avoid feeling guilty).
In relation to gratitude, we expected that when people perceive their partner’s decision to sacrifice to be driven by
partner-focused approach motives, they will feel grateful because their partner seems to want to benefit them specifically.
In support of our hypothesis, previous research showed that
people are most likely to feel grateful when they perceive the
other— often a (newly) acquainted other—to be motivated by
benevolent, sincere, and altruistic intentions (Tesser et al.,
1968; Tsang, 2006b). People may feel most benefitted by their
partner’s sacrifice, and construe the sacrifice as a genuine
departure from self-interest, when they perceive this prosocial
act to be driven by a motivation to specifically benefit their
well-being. Thus, they may especially value their partner’s
sacrifice, which is an important ingredient for the emotion of
gratitude to occur (McCullough et al., 2001). Moreover, they
may perceive their partner to have their best interest in mind by
being responsive to their needs specifically (Algoe et al., 2008;
Algoe, 2012; Reis, Clark, & Holmes, 2004), and this should
turn on the “gratitude spotlight” as they identify and remember
how valuable their partner is to them, which should trigger a
gratitude response (Algoe, 2012). However, partner-focused
motives should not elicit gratitude when these motives are
avoidance oriented. Even though partner-focused avoidance
motives may reflect a concern about the partner’s well-being,
these motives may not signal direct benefits to the receiver, but
instead signal indirect value through the absence of negative
end states, which may not be strong enough to elicit gratitude.
Furthermore, the avoidant nature of these motives, which is
usually linked to negative outcomes, may undermine the positivity of partner-focused motives and, therefore, may not promote gratitude.
In contrast, self-focused motives (whether approach or avoidance oriented) may not be perceived as benevolent, sincere, and
altruistic (Tesser et al., 1968; Tsang, 2006b), and therefore may
not elicit gratitude. When people perceive their partner to
sacrifice for self-focused motives, they may think that their
partner’s sacrifice is tainted by self-interest and therefore may
not feel particularly grateful toward their partner. In fact, recent
research showed that when people’s costly prosocial acts—such
as giving to charity—are perceived to be motivated by selfish
intentions (e.g., to feel good about oneself or promote one’s
reputation), these acts are appreciated even less than when
people do not behave charitably at all (Newman & Cain, 2014).
Consistent with these findings, perceiving selfish motives when
receiving benefits from an acquaintance or fictional other does
not lead to gratitude (Tsang, 2006b). In short, perceiving selffocused motives to underlie a partner’s decision to sacrifice
should not elicit gratitude.
Given the sensitivity of emotional experiences such as gratitude
to the intentions that people perceive to underlie others’ behaviors
(e.g., Tesser et al., 1968; Weiner, 1985), we suggest that even
relationship-focused motives may not be strong enough to elicit
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gratitude. Partners in committed relationships are highly interdependent and form a highly intertwined system (Fitzsimons et al.,
2015; Kelley et al., 2003; Rusbult & Van Lange, 2003) and may
highly identify with the relationship, as they merge more closely
together and become a “self-and-partner-collective” (Agnew, Van
Lange, Rusbult, & Langston, 1998; Aron & Aron, 1986). Any
investment in the relationship would benefit the sacrificing partner
as well, either in the short term (e.g., being able to spend time
together), but also in the long term, given the various benefits
people derive from being in a well-functioning relationship. For
example, when people are in a committed relationship, they typically experience high psychological well-being and happiness
(Kamp Dush & Amato, 2005; Kim & McKenry, 2002), good
health and health habits (Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010;
Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001), and potential for personal
growth (Feeney & Collins, 2015; Rusbult, Finkel, & Kumashiro,
2009). In short, relationship-focused motives may also—to some
extent— be perceived as tainted by self-interest, as being focused
on the relationship may fail to signal a “true” departure from
self-interest, and therefore may not elicit gratitude (Tesser et al.,
1968). To feel grateful, people may need to perceive partner
motives that exceed this more general goal of promoting the
well-being of the common good that is the relationship (which may
be generally expected in communal relationships; Clark, Lemay,
Graham, Pataki, & Finkel, 2010) and instead need to perceive the
partner to be focused on their needs specifically. Thus, we propose
that partner-focused motives are the best—and likely the only—
candidate in eliciting gratitude.

Perceived Partner Responsiveness
Perceiving a partner to react supportively to central, core defining features of the self makes people feel understand, valued, and
cared for (Reis et al., 2004), and we propose that perceiving a
partner as being responsive may help explain why perceived
partner-focused approach motives may elicit gratitude. Perceiving
a partner’s sacrifice motives to be partner-focused and approachoriented (i.e., to make them happy) may signal that the partner
genuinely cares about one’s well-being, and this may enhance the
perception that the partner is responsive to one’s needs and interests (Reis et al., 2004). In turn, perceptions of partner responsiveness promote gratitude (Algoe et al., 2008; Kubacka et al., 2011).
Thus, perceptions of partner responsiveness may be an important
mechanism by which partner-focused sacrifice motives lead to
gratitude. Furthermore, because previous research showed that
only partners with high approach motives, as opposed to low
avoidance motives, are perceived as responsive (Impett et al.,
2010), we expect that only perceived partner-focused approach
motives would elicit perceptions of partner responsiveness, and in
turn, promote gratitude.

Research Overview
In two studies, we investigated how perceptions of partnerfocused, relationship-focused, and self-focused motives (both approach and avoidance) are related to the experience of gratitude for
a partner’s sacrifice. We hypothesized that only partner-focused
approach sacrifice motives would evoke gratitude, and that this
process would be in part explained by heightened perceptions of
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partner responsiveness.1 We tested our hypotheses with two complementary methods.
First, in Studies 1 and 2, we used daily diary methods to provide
an everyday account of behaviors, perceptions, and emotions relevant to the relationship. The use of experience sampling methods
not only drastically reduces retrospective bias, but it also allows
partners to provide reports of ongoing experiences within their
natural environment (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003). Furthermore, such methods allow us to examine within-person variation in
sacrifice motives as well as links with gratitude and partner responsiveness (Bolger et al., 2003). In particular, we expected that
on days when participants perceived their romantic partner to
sacrifice for partner-focused approach motives more than they
typically do in their relationship, they will also report higher levels
of gratitude and partner responsiveness.
Second, in Study 2 we complemented the diary procedure with
a laboratory investigation of romantic couples who discussed a
major sacrifice in their relationship. This method allowed us to test
our hypotheses in a controlled environment, and enables generalization of findings regarding “every day” sacrifices to major sacrifices that partners have made over the course of their relationship.

Study 1
In Study 1, we used a daily diary procedure to capture perceptions of sacrifice motives, partner responsiveness, and feelings of
gratitude in a sample of romantic couples each day over an 8-day
period. Specifically, we tested our prediction that perceptions of
partner-focused approach motives would be positively associated
with gratitude, and that this association would be mediated by
perceptions of partner responsiveness.

Method
Participants. Participants were 125 heterosexual couples (and
one individual whose partner dropped out) and one lesbian couple
(N ⫽ 253) residing in the Netherlands. Participants’ mean age was
23.3 years (SD ⫽ 3.7, range ⫽ 18 to 43 years), and 64% were
university students. Almost all participants were Dutch (93%), and
all participants spoke Dutch fluently. On average, couples were
involved in their current romantic relationship for 2.8 years (SD ⫽
29 months, range ⫽ 4 months to 17 years), and 35% lived together.
The data come from a larger project on romantic relationships (see
Righetti, Balliet, Visserman, & Hofmann, 2015; Righetti, Gere,
Hofmann, Visserman, & Van Lange, 2016; Righetti & Visserman,
2017; Visserman, Righetti, Kumashiro, & Van Lange, 2017).
Originally, 130 couples participated in the study, but one couple
broke up before completing the diary portion of the study, and five
individuals did not follow the instructions properly.
Measures and procedure. In a laboratory intake session,
participants were carefully instructed by the experimenter on how
to recognize daily sacrifices in their relationship. Sacrifices were
explained as forgoing your own preference by doing something
that you find unpleasant and that you would not like to do (active
sacrifice; e.g., going on a boring outing with your partner’s
friends), or by giving up something that you find pleasant or would
like to do (passive sacrifice; e.g., not going out with your best
friend), or a combination of the above (e.g., giving up spending

time with your friends to go on a boring outing with your partner’s
friends). In addition, participants received a booklet with definitions and examples of sacrifice, as well as instructions for completing the diary.
The first Saturday after the laboratory session, participants
started the diary procedure. They received a link to a short survey
every evening on their mobile phone (using the SurveySignal
application; Hofmann & Patel, 2015) for 8 days (two blocks of 4
days with 1 rest day in between on Wednesday). In general,
participants responded to 87.6% of the daily surveys (M ⫽ 7.35
out of 8 days). On each day, they were asked whether they had
encountered a situation of divergence of interest with their partner.
Participants were then asked whether their partner had sacrificed
his or her preference that day. On average, participants reported
their partner to have sacrificed on 1.91 days (SD ⫽ 1.73, ranging
from 0 to 7 days). Relevant to the current investigation, participants responded to questions regarding the motives underlying
their partner’s daily sacrifices, as well as their perception of their
partner’s responsiveness and how grateful they felt toward their
partner, all measured on a 7-point scale (0 ⫽ not at all to 6 ⫽ very
much). All diary measures were assessed with a single item in
order to minimize participant fatigue and reduce attrition (Bolger
et al., 2003).
To measure perceptions of a partner’s sacrifice motives, participants were first asked, each day, whether their partner had made
a sacrifice for them. If they replied that their partner sacrificed,
they also answered a series of questions designed to assess their
perceptions of their partner’s motives for sacrifice. Participants
indicated the extent to which each of the six different reasons
motivated their partner’s decision to sacrifice, including “to make
you happy” (partner-focused approach), “to avoid you being upset
(angry or sad)” (partner-focused avoidance), “to maintain an harmonious relationship with you” (relationship-focused approach),
“to avoid damaging your relationship” (relationship-focused
avoidance), “to feel good about him/herself” (self-focused approach), and “to not feel bad (e.g., guilty or ashamed)” (selffocused avoidance). Importantly, in accordance with the main goal
of the present research, the above items were designed to distinguish between partner-focused, relationship-focused, and selffocused motives for sacrifice, as well as between approach and
avoidance motives.
Each day, we assessed each participants’ perceptions of their
partner’s responsiveness and their gratitude, irrespective of
whether participants had perceived their partner to have sacrificed.
To measure responsiveness, we asked participants to answer the
question, “I feel that my partner supports me”; gratitude was
assessed with the item, “I feel very grateful to my partner.” See
Table 1 for means, standard deviations, and correlations among all
variables. Given that gratitude is linked with positive emotions in
general (e.g., Emmons & McCullough, 2003), we measured positive mood (“I’m in a positive mood”) to examine our effects
above and beyond a general positive state.

1
For brevity, in the remainder of the article, we use the labels partner
motives and responsiveness when referring to the perception of these
constructs.
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Variables in Study 1
Variable
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Gratitude
Responsiveness
Partner-focused approach
Partner-focused avoidance
Relationship-focused approach
Relationship-focused avoidance
Self-focused approach
Self-focused avoidance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4.99 (.67)
.45ⴱⴱⴱ
.11ⴱ
⫺.17ⴱⴱ
⫺.06
⫺.15ⴱⴱ
.02
⫺.15ⴱⴱ

4.92 (.70)
.17ⴱⴱ
⫺.14ⴱ
⫺.06
⫺.18ⴱⴱ
.003
⫺.15ⴱⴱ

4.25 (.95)
.15ⴱⴱ
.16ⴱⴱ
⫺.05
.009
⫺.03

2.46 (1.20)
.25ⴱⴱⴱ
.44ⴱⴱⴱ
.04
.34ⴱⴱⴱ

3.06 (1.17)
.33ⴱⴱⴱ
.20ⴱⴱⴱ
.32ⴱⴱⴱ

1.80 (1.02)
.15ⴱⴱ
.44ⴱⴱⴱ

2.15 (.96)
.16ⴱⴱ

1.94 (1.11)

Note. Correlations represent daily within-person correlations (i.e., correlated fluctuations within participants) and do not take the dyadic structure of the
data (i.e., nesting within dyads) into account. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are displayed on the diagonal (scale range ⫽ 0 – 6) and are
calculated on the basis of within-person averages across the diary, thus the standard deviations reflect the within-person variability of each variable.
ⴱ
p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01. ⴱⴱⴱ p ⬍ .001.

Results
Multilevel modeling was used to take into account the occurrence of multiple measurement occasions within participants, and
the nesting of participants within couples (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook,
2006), using SPSS v.22. We used a two-level cross model in which
participants and the daily measurements within participants (i.e.,
time) were treated as crossed and nested within the dyad. Furthermore, intercepts were allowed to randomly vary, whereas slopes
were treated as fixed effects. Dyads were treated as indistinguishable unless gender moderated the effects (Kenny et al., 2006), in
which case we report the different effects for men and women in
Footnote 2.2
To test for mediation, we used the Monte Carlo method for
assessing mediation (MCMAM), using unstandardized estimates.
This simulation method shows 95% confidence intervals for the
indirect effects using 20,000 simulations (Selig & Preacher, 2008).
The confidence interval is significant at p ⬍ .05 when it does not
include the value of zero.3
In all analyses, predictors were within-person centered (Enders
& Tofighi, 2007), such that all daily effects assessed whether
day-to-day changes from a participant’s own mean in perceived
partner sacrifice motives were associated with corresponding
changes in partner responsiveness and gratitude.4 We tested models in which we entered all six sacrifice motives simultaneously as
predictors of the daily outcomes so that we could examine unique
effects of each motive controlling for the others.
As predicted, partner-focused approach motives were positively associated with gratitude (see Table 2). Furthermore,
partner-focused avoidance motives were negatively associated
with gratitude (b ⫽ ⫺.07, SE ⫽ .03, 95% CI ⫽ [–.14, ⫺.01],
t(284.35) ⫽ ⫺2.30, p ⫽ .022). That is, on days when participants perceived their partner to have sacrificed to make them
happy more than they typically did across the 8-day study, the
more grateful they reported feeling on that day. Further, on days
when participants perceived their partner to have sacrificed to
prevent them from becoming upset, the less grateful they felt on
that day. None of the other sacrifice motives were significantly
associated with daily gratitude (ps ranged from .112 to .832). Note
that these associations held when controlling for positive mood (e.g.,
the association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude (b ⫽ .09, SE ⫽ .04, 95% CI ⫽ [.02, .16]), t(288,56) ⫽ 2.43, p ⫽
.016.

Next, we examined the effects of the six sacrifice motives on
partner responsiveness. Again, as expected, partner-focused approach motives were positively associated with partner responsiveness (see Table 2). Further, partner-focused avoidance motives
were negatively associated with partner responsiveness (b ⫽ ⫺.09,
SE ⫽ .04, 95% CI ⫽ [–.16, .01], t(290.09) ⫽ ⫺2.31, p ⫽ .022).
Thus, on days when participants perceived their partner to have
sacrificed to make them happy, more so than they typically did,
they perceived their partner to be more responsive. In addition, on
days when participants perceived their partner to sacrifice to
prevent them from becoming upset, they perceived their partner to
be less responsive. None of the other sacrifice motives were
significantly associated with partner responsiveness (ps ranged
from .331 to .644).
2
Because gender did not consistently moderate our key findings across
studies and, therefore, could not be reliably interpreted, we report here the
separate effects for men and women. In Study 1, three out of 12 possible
gender interactions were significant. Gender interacted with self-focused
avoidance motives in predicting gratitude (b ⫽ .16, SE ⫽ .07, 95% CI [.02,
.30]), t(287.79) ⫽ 2.26, p ⫽ .025, with this association being significant among women (b ⫽ ⫺.14, SE ⫽ .05, 95% CI [⫺.29, .01]),
t(153.20) ⫽ ⫺2.79, p ⫽ .006, but not among men (p ⫽ .854). Gender also
interacted with the partner-focused approach motives in predicting responsiveness (b ⫽ ⫺.18, SE ⫽ .08, 95% CI [⫺.34, ⫺.02]), t(282.54) ⫽ ⫺2.19,
p ⫽ .029, with this association being significant among women (b ⫽ .21,
SE ⫽ .06, 95% CI [.09, .32]), t(153.06) ⫽ 3.63, p ⬍ .001, but not among
men (p ⫽ .646). Further, gender interacted with the partner-focused avoidance motives in predicting responsiveness (b ⫽ ⫺.15, SE ⫽ .07, 95% CI
[⫺.30, ⫺.01]), t(284.32) ⫽ ⫺2.07, p ⫽ .039, with this association being
significant among men (b ⫽ ⫺.19, SE ⫽ .06, 95% CI [⫺.30, ⫺.07]),
t(142.83) ⫽ ⫺3.25, p ⫽ .001, but not among women (p ⫽ .504).
3
Although indirect effects stemming from the other motives were neither hypothesized nor of core interest, on the request of a reviewer we
explored indirect effects other than those reported in the main text. In Study
1, none of the other indirect effects were significant. In Study 2,
relationship-focused approach motives showed a significant indirect effect
on gratitude (conversation: MCMAM 95% CI ⫽ [.05, .34]; direct effect:
b ⫽ ⫺.10, SE ⫽ .07, 95% CI ⫽ [⫺.24, .05], t[145.40] ⫽ ⫺1.31, p ⫽ .193;
diary: MCMAM 95% CI ⫽ [.07, .22]; direct effect: b ⫽ ⫺.02, SE ⫽ .08,
95% CI ⫽ [⫺.17, .14], t[310.61] ⫽ ⫺0.19, p ⫽ .851). Thus, these motives
might indirectly relate to gratitude, to the extent that they produce greater
perceptions of partner responsiveness. Note that this result was not consistent across studies.
4
When we include the within-person means of perceived motives as
predictors in the model, the results are consistent with those reported in the
article.
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Table 2
Associations Between Perceived Partner-Focused Approach Motives and Gratitude Mediated by
Perceived Partner Responsiveness
Partner-focused approach
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Study 1: Diary
Responsiveness
Gratitude
Total effect
Direct effect
Indirect effect
Study 2: Conversation
Responsiveness
Gratitude
Total effect
Direct effect
Indirect effect
Study 2: Diary
Responsiveness
Gratitude
Total effect
Direct effect
Indirect effect

b

SE

.13

.04

.08
.05

95% CI

df

t

p

.05, .21

288.80

3.30

.001

.04
.03

.01, .15
⫺.02, .12
[.01, .06]

291.34
290.30

2.38
1.44

.018
.152

.24

.12

.01, .48

148.00

2.02

.046

.35
.17

.13
.10

.08, .62
⫺.03, .36
[.01, .39]

145.05
143.80

2.60
1.72

.010
.088

.38

.08

.24, .53

290.01

5.11

⬍.001

.38
.23

.08
.08

.22, .53
.07, .39
[.08, .24]

311.07
301.26

4.78
2.86

⬍.001
.005

Note. Between brackets are 95% confidence intervals using the Monte Carlo method for assessing mediation
to test the indirect effect of perceived partner-focused motives on gratitude mediated by perceived partner
responsiveness.

Next, we tested our hypothesis that partner responsiveness
would mediate the association between partner-focused motives
and daily gratitude. Indeed, in a model in which we simultaneously
entered all six sacrifice motives and partner responsiveness, partner responsiveness was positively associated with gratitude (b ⫽
.26, SE ⫽ .05, 95% CI ⫽ [.18, .35]), t(353.15) ⫽ 5.83, p ⬍ .001.
That is, on days when participants perceived their partner to be
responsive more so than they typically did, they felt more grateful
for their partner. Moreover, partner responsiveness mediated the
association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude (see Table 2), and between partner-focused avoidance motives and gratitude (indirect effect: 95% CI ⫽ [–.05, ⫺.004]; direct
effect: b ⫽ ⫺.05, SE ⫽ .03, 95% CI ⫽ [–.11, .01],
t(280.68) ⫽ ⫺1.70, p ⫽ .091. So indeed, on days when participants perceived their partner to have sacrificed to make them
happy more than they typically did, they felt more grateful, at least
in part because they perceived their partner to be more responsive.
In addition, when perceiving their partner to sacrifice to avoid
them being upset, they perceived them to be less responsive, and
in turn, felt less grateful.

Discussion
Study 1 revealed that when people perceived their romantic
partner make a daily sacrifice in pursuit of partner-focused
approach motives (i.e., to promote their happiness), they experienced increased gratitude toward their partner. Moreover,
participants perceived their partner to be more responsive when
they perceived them to sacrifice in pursuit of partner-focused
approach motives, and this, in turn, promoted gratitude5. In
contrast, perceiving the partner to sacrifice for partner-focused
avoidance motives (i.e., to prevent them from becoming upset)

yielded opposite results, that is, participants perceived their
partner to be less responsive and felt less grateful toward them.
As expected, neither relationship-focused nor self-focused motives were associated with participants’ daily gratitude toward
their partner, suggesting that it is indeed only the partnerfocused motives that elicit gratitude.

5
To gain a better understanding of the direction of our findings, we
tested whether perceived partner motives predicted gratitude above and
beyond previous day gratitude (and gratitude before the laboratory conversation). In the diary and laboratory conversation of Study 2, we observe
a change in gratitude as a result of perceiving partner-focused approach
motives for sacrifice (diary: b ⫽ .33, SE ⫽ .10, 95% CI ⫽ [.14, .52],
t[198.78] ⫽ 3.46, p ⫽ .001; conversation: b ⫽ .32, SE ⫽ .11, 95% CI ⫽
[.10, .54], t[138.14] ⫽ 2.88, p ⫽ .005). This effect was in the same
direction but not significant in Study 1 (p ⫽ .190). Moreover, we tested
whether within-person average perceptions of partner motives during the
diary studies would predict gratitude a year (Study 1) or three months
(Study 2) later. However, we did not observe such an effect in either Study
1 (ps ranged from .132 to .982), or in Study 2 (ps ranging from .193 to
.983). Furthermore, we explored the directionality of the mediation through
responsiveness by testing reverse mediation models, in which gratitude
served as the mediator and responsiveness as the outcome. Also, in the
laboratory conversation, we ran a lagged mediation model by controlling
for gratitude reported before the start of the conversation. These analyses
showed that (a) the original mediation model seems stronger than the
reversed mediation model (Study 1: % mediation: original ⫽ 41.65%,
reversed ⫽ 20.90%; Study 2: % mediation: original ⫽ 38.94%, reversed ⫽
32.52%; except for the conversation of Study 2: % mediation: original ⫽
51.80%, reversed ⫽ 83.91%), and ( b) the proposed mediation model held
in the lagged analysis when controlling for gratitude levels measured
before the sacrifice conversation.

PERCEIVED SACRIFICE MOTIVES AND GRATITUDE
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Study 2
Study 2 extended Study 1 in several important respects. First,
we sought to replicate the findings of Study 1 by conducting
another daily diary study of sacrifice in romantic relationships.
Second, in addition to providing a replication of the effects, we
also sought to extend the results regarding naturally occurring,
daily sacrifices by inviting couples into the laboratory to participate in discussions about important, larger sacrifices that
they have made for each other over the course of their relationship. A third extension of Study 2 was to examine the generalizability of the findings to a different western culture; while
Study 1 was conducted in the Netherlands, Study 2 was conducted in the United States.

Method
Participants. Participants were 75 heterosexual couples,
four lesbian couples, and one gay male couple (N ⫽ 160),
recruited from the San Francisco Bay Area. Participants’ mean
age was 23.9 years (SD ⫽ 6.4, range ⫽ 18 to 60 years), and
about half of the participants were university students. Participants were characterized by a diverse range of ethnic backgrounds: 53% were European or European American, 18% were
Chinese or Chinese American, 8% were African or African
American, 4% were Mexican or Mexican American, and 17%
were of other ethnicities; all spoke English fluently. On average, couples were involved in their current romantic relationship for 1.3 years (SD ⫽ 44 months, range ⫽ 6 months to 30
years), and 48% lived together. The data come from a larger
project on romantic relationships (see Impett et al., 2010, 2012,
2014).
Measures and procedure for the laboratory conversation.
First, participants attended a laboratory session in which romantic partners took turns discussing “the most important or
meaningful sacrifice that you have made over the course of your
relationship.” The sacrifices that partners discussed varied
across a large spectrum of issues representing conflicts of
interest in their relationship, such as spending time alone,
sacrificing interpersonal relationships, relocating to a new city,
and turning down potential lucrative job offers in other geographical regions. The mean length of the discussions was 3
min, 28 s (SD ⫽ 1 min, 23 s; range ⫽ 1 min, 14 s to 5 min, 4 s).
The speaking order for the conversations was randomly assigned through a coin flip. Immediately following each of the
conversations, participants answered a series of questions, all
on 7-point scales (1 ⫽ not at all to 7 ⫽ a lot).
Perceptions of sacrifice motives were measured with 12 items
in total, with two questions for each of the six subscales,
including: “to make me happy” and “to make me feel loved”
(partner-focused approach; ␣ ⫽ .78); “to prevent me from
feeling upset” and “to prevent me from feeling let down”
(partner-focused avoidance; ␣ ⫽ .78); “to increase intimacy in
our relationship” and “to create more satisfaction in our relationship” (relationship-focused approach; ␣ ⫽ .82); “to avoid
conflict in our relationship” and “to avoid tension in our relationship” (relationship-focused avoidance; ␣ ⫽ .86); “to feel
good about him/herself” and “to feel like he/she is a caring
person” (self-focused approach; ␣ ⫽ .50); and “to avoid feeling
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guilty” and “to avoid feeling selfish” (self-focused avoidance;
␣ ⫽ .68).6
Perceptions of partner responsiveness were measured by having
participants indicate the extent to which they felt “cared about/
loved/connected” to their partner; and gratitude was measured by
having participants indicate the extent to which they felt “grateful/
appreciative/thankful” after the discussion about their partner’s
sacrifice (see also Algoe et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2012). See
Table 3 for means, standard deviations, and correlations among all
variables.
Measures and procedure for the daily diary. After the
laboratory session, participants began the 14-day diary procedure (through SurveyMonkey.com), in which they received a
short survey at the end of each day. Each day, participants
indicated whether their partner had made a sacrifice for them by
actively “engaging in something they did not particularly want”
or passively “giving up something they did want.” In general,
participants responded to 83.6% of the daily surveys (M ⫽ 11.7
out of 14 days) and reported partner sacrifices on 2.49 (out of
14) days on average (SD ⫽ 2.65, range ⫽ 0 to 12 days).
Relevant to the current investigation, participants completed
measures of perceptions of their partner’s sacrifice motives,
daily perceived partner responsiveness and daily gratitude, all
measured on 5-point scales (1 ⫽ not at all to 5 ⫽ a lot).
Perceptions of sacrifice motives were measured with the
same items as in the laboratory session, with the addition of one
item to measure self-focused approach motives (“to gain my
appreciation”).5 Because items were measured within participants over time, we calculated within-person reliability of the
items representing each subscale (indicated by RC; Bolger &
Laurenceau, 2013). Except for self-focused approach motives
(RC ⫽ .44), the items reliably represented the other five subscales: partner-focused approach (RC ⫽ .71), partner-focused
avoidance (RC ⫽ .74), relationship-focused approach (RC ⫽
.68), relationship-focused avoidance (RC ⫽ .84), and selffocused avoidance (RC ⫽ .77). Each day, we measured participants’ perceptions of their partner’s responsiveness and their
gratitude toward their partner, irrespective of whether participants had perceived their partner to have sacrificed. Responsiveness was measured with the same item as in the laboratory
session (i.e., to which extent participants felt “cared about/
loved/connected” to the partner), as was gratitude toward the
partner (i.e., the extent to which they felt “grateful/appreciative/
thankful” for their partner’s sacrifice). See Table 3 for means,
standard deviations, and correlations among all variables. Similar to Study 1, we measured positive emotions (“happy/
6
To increase reliability in the daily diary, a third item for measuring
self-focused approach motives was added to the two items used in the
laboratory, however, this three-item measure had poor reliability. As
such, we conducted an additional set of analyses using the original
two-item measure and it yielded the same pattern of results as those
reported under the results for the daily diary in Study 2. We also
conducted our analyses using only the most ‘face valid’ item, similar to
Study 1 (“to feel good about him/herself”), and again these analyses
yielded the same results with one exception: the marginally significant
association between self-focused approach motives and gratitude in the
laboratory conversation was reduced to non-significance (p ⫽ .309).
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Table 3
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Variables in the Lab Conversation (LC) and Daily Diary (DD) of Study 2
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Variable
1. Gratitude
LC
DD
2. Responsiveness
LC
DD
3. Partner-focused approach
LC
DD
4. Partner-focused avoidance
LC
DD
5. Relationship-focused approach
LC
DD
6. Relationship-focused avoidance
LC
DD
7. Self-focused approach
LC
DD
8. Self-focused avoidance
LC
DD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

5.09 (1.76)
3.96 (.72)
.74ⴱⴱⴱ
.50ⴱⴱⴱ
.34ⴱⴱⴱ
.32ⴱⴱⴱ
.09
⫺.03
.30ⴱⴱⴱ
.24ⴱⴱⴱ
.002
⫺.09
.27ⴱⴱ
.06
.03
⫺.08

5.32 (1.60)
3.73 (.82)
.34ⴱⴱⴱ
.46ⴱⴱⴱ

5.42 (1.57)
3.54 (.70)
.59ⴱⴱⴱ
.31ⴱⴱⴱ

4.52 (1.90)
2.46 (.78)

.63ⴱⴱⴱ
.39ⴱⴱⴱ

.34ⴱⴱⴱ
.10

4.88 (1.76)
2.28 (.69)

⫺.04
⫺.16ⴱⴱ

.24ⴱⴱ
.10†

.66ⴱⴱⴱ
.63ⴱⴱⴱ

.24ⴱⴱ
.09

.18ⴱ
.15ⴱ

.33ⴱⴱⴱ
.26ⴱⴱⴱ

.24ⴱⴱ
.17ⴱⴱ

.32ⴱⴱⴱ
.22ⴱⴱⴱ

.15†
.05

.46ⴱⴱⴱ
.50ⴱⴱⴱ

.04
⫺.06
.40ⴱⴱⴱ
.43ⴱⴱⴱ

⫺.11
⫺.16ⴱ

.07
⫺.03

4.05 (2.06)
2.04 (.72)
.18ⴱ
.12†
.59ⴱⴱⴱ
.55ⴱⴱⴱ

3.34 (1.54)
2.26 (.49)
.31ⴱⴱⴱ
.21ⴱⴱⴱ

3.09 (1.77)
1.87 (.58)

Note. Correlations do not take the dyadic structure of the data (i.e., nesting within dyads) into account. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses)
for the laboratory conversation (scale range ⫽ 1–7) and the daily diary (scale range ⫽ 1–5) are displayed on the diagonal. In the daily diary, correlations
represent daily within-person correlations (i.e., correlated fluctuations within participants), and means and standard deviations are calculated on the basis
of within-person averages across the diary, thus the standard deviations reflect the within-person variability of each variable.
†
p ⬍ .10. ⴱ p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01. ⴱⴱⴱ p ⬍ .001.

pleased/joyful”) in both the laboratory conversation and daily
diary to be used in control analyses.

Results
Laboratory conversation. Because both partners in the couple provided data, we analyzed the data using multilevel modeling to account for the fact that partners’ responses are not
independent (Kenny et al., 2006). We used a two-level model
where partners are nested within the dyad. Intercepts were
allowed to randomly vary, and slopes were treated as fixed
effects. Dyads were treated as indistinguishable, as gender did
not moderate any of our findings (Kenny et al., 2006). As in
Study 1, we used models in which we entered all six sacrifice
motives simultaneously as predictors of the outcomes so that we
could examine the unique effects of each motive controlling for
the others. Furthermore, we used the MCMAM simulation
method to assess mediation (see Footnote 3).
As predicted, partner-focused approach motives were positively associated with gratitude (see Table 2). The more that
participants thought that their partner sacrificed to make them
happy, the more gratitude they reported feeling during the
conversation in the laboratory. None of the other motives predicted gratitude (ps ranging from .223 to .842), except for a
marginally significant positive association between the selffocused approach motives and gratitude (b ⫽ .19, SE ⫽ .09,
95% CI ⫽ [–.004, .38]), t(146.40) ⫽ 1.93, p ⫽ .055. Note that
these associations held when controlling for positive emotions

(e.g., the association between partner-focused approach motives
and gratitude: b ⫽ .22, SE ⫽ .11, 95% CI ⫽ [.01, .42]),
t(134,74) ⫽ 2.04, p ⫽ .043.
Next we examined the effects of the six sacrifice motives on
perceived partner responsiveness. Again, as expected, partnerfocused approach motives were positively associated with partner responsiveness (see Table 2). In addition, relationshipfocused approach motives were also significantly associated
with partner responsiveness (b ⫽ .24, SE ⫽ .09, 95% CI ⫽ [.06,
.42]), t(147.83) ⫽ 2.68, p ⫽ .008. Thus, the more participants
perceived their partner to have sacrificed to make them happy,
and the more they perceived them to sacrifice to promote the
well-being of the relationship, the more they perceived them to
be responsive during the conversation. None of the other motives were associated with partner responsiveness (ps ranging
from .221 to .914).
Next, we tested the hypothesis that partner responsiveness
mediates the association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude. Indeed, in a model in which we simultaneously entered all six sacrifice motives and partner responsiveness, we found that partner responsiveness was positively
associated with gratitude (b ⫽ .80, SE ⫽ .07, 95% CI ⫽ [.67,
.93]), t(143.31) ⫽ 12.05, p ⬍ .001, and mediated the association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude
(see Table 2). Thus, when participants perceived their partner to
sacrifice to make them happy, they felt more grateful during the
conversation, at least in part because they perceived them to be
more responsive.
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Diary. As in Study 1, we analyzed the data with multilevel
modeling to account for the nesting of daily measurements
within participants, and participants within dyads (Kenny et al.,
2006). Predictors were within-person centered (Enders & Tofighi, 2007), intercepts were allowed to vary randomly, and
slopes were treated as fixed effects. As in Study 1, dyads were
treated as indistinguishable, unless the effects were moderated
by gender.7 As in previous analyses, we used models in which
we entered all six sacrifice motives to test unique effects of
each motive controlling for the others. And, again, we used the
MCMAM simulation method to assess mediation.
As predicted, partner-focused approach motives were positively
associated with gratitude (see Table 2). Thus, on days when
participants perceived their partner to sacrifice to make them
happy, more so than they typically did across the 14-day study, the
more gratitude they reported feeling. None of the other motives
significantly predicted daily gratitude (ps ranging from .104 to
.769). Note that these associations held when controlling for positive emotions (e.g., the association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude (b ⫽ .22, SE ⫽ .11, 95% CI ⫽ [.01,
.42]), t(134.74) ⫽ 2.04, p ⫽ .043.
Next, we examined the effects of the six sacrifice motives on
partner responsiveness. As predicted, results showed that partnerfocused approach motives were positively associated with partner
responsiveness (see Table 2). Relationship-focused approach motives were also positively associated with partner responsiveness
(b ⫽ .36, SE ⫽ .08, 95% CI ⫽ [.21, .50]), t(293.33) ⫽ 4.75, p ⬍
.001. Thus, on days when participants perceived their partner to
have sacrificed to make them happy and on days when they
perceived their partner to have sacrificed to promote the wellbeing of the relationship, more than they usually did, they perceived their partner to be more responsive. None of the other
motives significantly predicted daily partner responsiveness (ps
ranging from .476 to .795), except for a marginally significant
negative association between the relationship-focused avoidance
motives and partner responsiveness (b ⫽ ⫺.16, SE ⫽ .08, 95%
CI ⫽ [–.32, .01]), t(306.26) ⫽ ⫺1.85, p ⫽ .065.
Next, to examine whether partner responsiveness mediates the
association between partner-focused approach motives and gratitude, all six sacrifice motives and partner responsiveness were
simultaneously entered in a model to predict gratitude. Results
showed that partner responsiveness was positively associated with
gratitude (b ⫽ .39, SE ⫽ .07, 95% CI ⫽ [.25, .53]), t(305.31) ⫽
5.36, p ⬍ .001, and mediated the association between partnerfocused approach motives and gratitude (see Table 2). Thus,
indeed, on days when participants perceived their partner to have
sacrificed to make them happy more so than they typically did,
they felt more grateful, at least in part because they perceived their
partner to be more responsive.

Discussion
Study 2 provided additional support for our prediction that
perceived partner-focused approach motives elicit greater perceptions of partner responsiveness, which in turn, elicit gratitude. As
in Study 1, results from a daily diary procedure and couples’
conversations in the laboratory revealed that gratitude emerged
when people perceived their partner to have sacrificed to promote
their happiness (i.e., partner-focused approach motives). However,
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relationship and self-focused motives were not significantly associated with gratitude. Although relationship-focused approach motives
were positively associated with perceived partner responsiveness in
both the daily diary procedure and laboratory conversations, they did
not predict gratitude. These findings were replicated in a different
sample (i.e., North American sample) and replicated in an additional
daily diary procedure, as well as in a laboratory discussion about a
partner’s major sacrifice.

General Discussion
The present research investigated how gratitude emerges when
a romantic partner makes a sacrifice. In two daily diary studies
regarding “minor” sacrifices (Studies 1 and 2) and couples’ conversations regarding “major” sacrifices in the laboratory (Study 2),
we examined the role of perceived partner sacrifice motives in
shaping gratitude for a partner. In line with previous research
showing the importance of intentions that signal genuine departures from self-interest (e.g., Tesser et al., 1968; Tsang, 2006b),
our results revealed that gratitude was only reliably evoked when
participants perceived their partner to have sacrificed for partnerfocused approach motives. Perceiving their partner to be interested
in promoting one’s own well-being induced participants to perceive their partner as highly responsive to their needs and interests
(Reis et al., 2004) and in turn to feel grateful. However, in
accordance with literature showing that avoidance motives undermine personal and relationship well-being (e.g., Elliot et al., 2006;
Impett et al., 2005) and perceptions of responsiveness (Impett et
al., 2010), perceiving the partner to be partner-focused to avoid
negative end states did not promote perceptions of responsiveness
and gratitude. Furthermore, and in line with recent findings showing that people do not appreciate prosocial behaviors that are
tainted by self-interest (Newman & Cain, 2014), perceptions of
self-focused motives (e.g., to feel good about oneself or not feel
guilty) and even perceptions of relationship-focused motives (e.g.,
to promote the well-being of the relationship or prevent harming
the relationship) did not elicit gratitude. Although we did observe
positive associations between perceptions of relationship-focused
motives and perceptions of partner responsiveness in Study 2, this
finding was not consistent across studies. Moreover, perceptions of
self-focused motives were not related to perceived partner responsiveness in either of the studies.
The costly prosocial behavior of sacrifice has the potential to
promote the well-being and maintenance of romantic relationships
(Van Lange et al., 1997). Presumably, partners feel grateful for
7
Three out of 12 possible gender interactions were significant. Gender
interacted with partner-focused approach motives in predicting gratitude
(b ⫽ .21, SE ⫽ .08, 95% CI [.06, .37]), t(307.27) ⫽ 2.66, p ⫽ .008, with
this association being significant among women (b ⫽ .51, SE ⫽ .12, 95%
CI ⫽ [.28, .74]), t(334.27) ⫽ 4.40, p ⬍ .001, but not among women (p ⫽
.383). Also, gender interacted with the relationship-focused avoidance
motives in predicting gratitude (b ⫽ .31, SE ⫽ .09, 95% CI [.13, .49]),
t(289.22) ⫽ 3.36, p ⫽ .001. Specifically, this association was significantly
negative among men (b ⫽ ⫺.47, SE ⫽ .17, 95% CI ⫽ [⫺.81, ⫺.14]),
t(273.36) ⫽ ⫺2.76, p ⫽ .006, but not among women (p ⫽ .437). Furthermore, gender interacted with the relationship-focused avoidance motives in
predicting responsiveness (b ⫽ .36, SE ⫽ .09, 95% CI [.19, .53]),
t(226.31) ⫽ 4.15, p ⬍ .001, with this association being significantly
negative among men (b ⫽ ⫺.63, SE ⫽ .17, 95% CI ⫽ [⫺.97, ⫺.29]),
t(246.82) ⫽ ⫺3.68, p ⬍ .001, but not among women (p ⫽ .903).
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each other’s relationship investments, and this is an important
factor in promoting further pro-relationship behaviors (Gordon et
al., 2012; Kubacka et al., 2011) and in promoting the well-being of
relationships (e.g., Algoe et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2011). However, sacrifices can be made for very different reasons, and our
results show that people’s perceptions of what motivates their
partner to sacrifice impact how grateful they feel. Importantly, our
findings show that the experience of gratitude is only promoted
when people perceive their partner’s sacrifices as being motivated
to “serve them” (i.e., partner-focused), and not when they are
perceived as being motivated to serve the relationship in general or
themselves. Even when couples discussed a partner’s major sacrifice (Study 2), participants did not feel more grateful when
perceiving their partner to be motivated by a relationship- or
self-focus, but only when perceiving a partner to be focused on
them specifically.
Why may it be that perceptions of relationship-focused approach motives for sacrifice do not enhance gratitude? It may not
be surprising that sacrifices that are perceived to be driven by
self-focused motives do not elicit gratitude, as these motives are
self-interested in nature (Newman & Cain, 2014). However, it may
be less intuitive that relationship-focused motives also do not elicit
gratitude. The motivation to benefit the relationship may be perceived as investing in the “self-and-partner-collective” and thereby
also serving the sacrificing partner (i.e., because of the various
short- and long term benefits one receives from the relationship; e.g., Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001). For this reason,
relationship-focused motives may also—to some extent—seem
tainted by self-interest. To enhance feelings of gratitude, people
may need to infer partner-focused motives, relatively free from
self-interest (e.g., Tesser et al., 1968). Thus, it may take more than
“just” perceiving a partner’s pro-relationship dedication as this
may not be sufficient to elicit gratitude.

Broader Implications
Gratitude is the glue that allows us to find close others, bind us
to them, and remind us of the value and importance of these
relationships (Algoe, 2012); accordingly, gratitude has important
implications for the well-being of those who feel grateful and for
the well-being of their relationship (e.g., Algoe et al., 2010).
Perceiving a partner to be motivated to benefit one’s well-being, to
have one’s best interests in mind, and be responsive to one’s needs
triggers gratitude, as these perceptions importantly identify the
partner as a responsive partner and serve as a reminder of how
valuable they are (Algoe, 2012).
Given that gratitude serves social functions in various types of
relationships, ranging from strangers, coworkers, to close others
(e.g., Algoe et al., 2008; Tsang, 2006a), we believe that perceiving
a benefactor to behave prosocially by specifically having one’s
best interests in mind should trigger gratitude in any type of
relationship. However, there may be factors distinguishing the
threshold for gratitude to emerge. Our findings suggest that people
may need to perceive their partner to exceed the general goal of
promoting the relationship, which may generally be expected in
communal relationships (Clark et al., 2010). Future research could
examine the role of communal versus exchange orientations (Clark
& Mills, 1979) and hence the expectations that people hold about
the sacrifices their partners make (e.g., how often, for what rea-

sons) and whether these expectations match their observations of
their partner’s motives and behaviors. Such research could reveal
whether relationship-focused approach motives can elicit gratitude
under certain circumstances. For example, in relationships that are
characterized by an exchange orientation or low levels of closeness
(e.g., in a business context), people may more easily come to feel
grateful for others’ prosocial behaviors when they perceive the
other person to be focused on “the common good” (i.e.,
relationship-focused motives) because in these relationship contexts the norm to behave in a prosocial manner may be less strong,
expectations may be more easily exceeded, and prosocial behaviors may be more easily appreciated.
What about the actual motives that drove the partner to sacrifice? In the present research we examined the perceptions that
people have regarding their partner’s motives, which may not
necessarily reflect the partner’s actual motives for sacrifice.8 Individuals may be biased in their perception of a partner’s motives,
and thus may overestimate or underestimate their partner’s benevolent intentions (e.g., Fletcher & Kerr, 2010). Future research
could examine who is especially likely to feel grateful and who
may be at risk for not feeling grateful. For example, romantic
partners usually have a more pronounced positive bias in their
perceptions of each other in the early stages of the relationship
(e.g., Fletcher & Kerr, 2010) and may be prone to infer partnerfocused motives even when they are not really there (“love is
blind”). On the contrary, people may be less inclined to infer such
motives when they do not have sufficient trust or self-esteem to
believe that a partner is making these sacrifices for them (e.g.,
Collins & Feeney, 2004; Murray, Holmes, MacDonald, & Ellsworth, 1998). As such, perceived motives for sacrifice in relationships is a topic that sheds light on the importance of partners’
display of their motives and the attributions partners make about
each other’s motives. This communication process could importantly impact partners’ emotional experiences and, eventually,
could help to explain why some relationships grow and become
more vital, whereas others decline.
The current findings imply that gratitude emerges only selectively, that is only when perceiving a partner to sacrifice to
promote one’s happiness. Thus, not to lose the opportunity to feel
grateful, it would be adaptive if people would perceive these
motives. This would require the perceiving partner to be attentive
to these motives, and, for the partner to express these motives in
order for the perceiving partner to pick up on them. In turn, the
perceiving partner, feeling grateful for the partner’s sacrifice,
could express his or her gratitude, thereby fueling further prorelationship processes (Kubacka et al., 2011). In contrast, failing to
feel grateful and not expressing feelings of gratitude may disrupt
this process, and the glue that could strengthen the relationship
might be unused. For example, the sacrificing partner may not feel
acknowledged for making a (costly) relationship investment; he or
she may feel disappointed and may feel less motivated to do so
8
For exploratory purposes, we ran all analyses controlling for actual
partner reported motives for sacrifice, yielding the same results as reported
in both studies. Furthermore, perceived partner motives and actual partner
reported motives did not significantly correlate or were only moderately
correlated (rs ranging from .01 to .32). These results indicate that it is
especially people’s perceptions of their partner’s motives, rather than the
actual motives, that elicit gratitude.
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again. Future research could explore whether failing to acknowledge and express gratitude for a partner’s prosocial behaviors
could detract from relationship well-being, especially when these
behaviors are specifically intended to benefit the other’s wellbeing.
The present research is one of the first in the literature on close
relationships to examine perceptions of the motives underlying
pro-social behavior. In particular, interdependence theory (Kelley
& Thibaut, 1978; Rusbult & Van Lange, 2003) has touched on this
topic, describing sacrifice as a typical example of a prosocial act
that requires transformation of motivation, that is, going beyond
short term self-interest (Van Lange et al., 1997). In this literature,
a partner-focus would be characterized as maximizing a partner’s
outcomes, and relatedly, is described as a pro-partner transformation of motivation. A relationship-focus is characterized by maximizing joint outcomes (the relationship), and a self-focus is characterized by maximizing own outcomes. The present findings
contribute to this literature by providing initial evidence that
perceived transformations—pro-partner versus pro-relationship or
proself—may shape important psychological processes that are
relevant to future interaction. In particular, attributing pro-partner
motives for a partner’s sacrifice is crucial to the experience of
gratitude, which may be important to strengthening trust and
commitment in the relationship (e.g., Wieselquist, Rusbult, Foster,
& Agnew, 1999).
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motives are displayed in a spontaneous manner, in the absence of
conflicting interests—for example, when a partner spontaneously
brings home some flowers as a present. One intriguing question for
future research is how feelings of gratitude come into being when
there is no conflict of interest, above and beyond how much
gratitude people typically experience for their partner.

Concluding Remarks
Close relationship partners inevitably encounter situations in
which their preferences diverge, thereby challenging their willingness to sacrifice. The results of this research suggest that people
are most likely to feel grateful for their partner’s sacrifices—
whether they are “minor” or relatively more “major”—when they
perceive their partner to be guided by partner-serving motives (i.e.,
to make them happy), rather than self-serving or relationshipserving motives. The present findings add credence to the claim
that it may not be the sacrificial act per se that matters. Even in the
context of close relationships, partners seem to operate as intuitive
psychologists, seeking to understand behavior in terms of interpersonal motives. And such attributions, however implicit, have a
profound impact on the experience of gratitude. Stated differently,
it is not so much the act that counts: It is the social motive that
counts.
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